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	Are you ready to learn how to program a computer? You'll do just that in this book. PROGRAMMING LIKE A PRO FOR TEENS is written in a friendly, unassuming voice that makes it possible for you to master the ideas and concepts that professionals use for programming every day. You learn algorithmic thinking and problem-solving in addition to the C++ language. This book takes a different approach than others that teach programming. It focuses on problem-solving techniques and thought processes and introduces features at your level of complexity. Introductory problem-solving techniques pave the way toward increasingly more advanced techniques. This approach allows you to engage in meaningful programming experiences early in the book, which motivates you to continue. Solutions to end-of-chapter exercises, source code, and other learning materials are included on the companion website.


	Hello, world! I like using this greeting for my books about computer programming.
	It’s tradition in computer programming to introduce a programming
	language by writing a Hello World program. The program simply outputs the
	words Hello World. A website is devoted to storing the Hello World programs for
	programming languages, located at www.roesler-ac.de/wolfram/hello.htm.


	There are many programming languages in the world; the aforementioned
	website boasts that it has more than 400 languages represented as Hello World
	programs, and that number is rising. An organization called ACM History of
	Programming Languages (HOPL) hosts conferences and produces journals for
	anyone interested in studying the history and genealogy of programming languages.
	This website, found at http://hopl.murdoch.edu.au/, has a list of more
	than 8,000 programming languages! Even more surprisingly, that astounding
	number of programming languages was developed in a relatively short amount of
	time. If you assume that the first programming languages were invented in the late
	19th century, then on average about 50 languages are being created per year, or
	around 1 per week!
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Blended eLearningHRD Press, 2002
Blended eLearning is a must have book for trainers, managers, and learning consultants. The book has a critical mass of powerful information about eLearning theories, methods, and applications. The case studies alone make this book worthwhile to have on every bookshelf.     

       About the Author

Larry...
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Cisco Networking EssentialsSybex, 2015

	Start a career in networking


	Cisco Networking Essentials, 2nd Edition provides the latest for those beginning a career in networking. This book provides the fundamentals of networking and leads you through the concepts, processes, and skills you need to master fundamental networking concepts. Thinking of...
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3ds max 7 FundamentalsNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Offering character animation functionality previously only  available in programs costing two to three times as much, 3ds max 7 is  everything you've dreamed of in a 3D modeling program-and more! Here to get you  hands-on fast is a project-based guide from one of Discreet's own carefully  chosen authorized training specialists,...
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Black & Decker The Book of Home Improvement: The Most Popular Remodeling Projects Shown in Full DetailCool Springs Press, 2017

	This comprehensive guide to home improvement includes the top 100 home improvement projects, all in full, step-by-step instruction, and all from the trusted experts at BLACK+DECKER.

	

	Boasting 560 pages of hardworking, how-to instructions and photos, this is quite possibly the only home remodeling you, or any...
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Linux Administration Handbook (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
As the deployment of Linux systems in production environments has accelerated, Linux administrators have longed for a book that addresses the challenges of this complex and exciting frontier. Linux Administration Handbook was written with this audience in mind. This book serves both as a valuable tutorial for the novice administrator and as a...
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Vegan Cooking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	An authoritative resource on making delicious, healthy vegan-friendly meals


	Veganism is a lifestyle abstaining from the consumption of meat, poultry, dairy products, eggs, and all foods originating from animals. The perfect companion to Living Vegan For Dummies, Vegan Cooking For Dummies provides vegans, and those...
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